Making a Better Mississippi FFA...
Investing in the Grow! Lead! Inspire! Initiative gives our FFA members a chance to develop their potential for premier leadership, personal growth and career success through agricultural education.

Growing our Organization Outward and Upward
- CDEs: competitions focused on developing skills in specific career areas to prepare for future careers in our world
- SAEs: placing students in real agricultural experiences to expand upon classroom learning all to develop skills
- Stars Over Mississippi: honoring the best & the brightest in Mississippi Ag Education through SAE program awards
- Agricultural Advocacy: raising awareness about the joys and discomforts of agricultural life in an ever changing society
- Officer 2 Officer: building a leadership E-continuum for State Officers to reach into local FFA chapters better

Leading our Organization into a New Era
- State Officer Selection: investing in our next generation of leaders at the state level by growing new leadership opportunities
- Delegate Committee Process: providing guidance towards the youth who lead our organization towards a brighter tomorrow
- State Officer Support: providing financial support to offset costs incurred by our state officers by travel, facilitation and more
- Legislative Breakfast: making a commitment to working with our sponsors and our legislators to raise awareness about Ag Ed
- FFA Governance: providing support to ensure programs and leadership are adequately funded for both FFA and the Foundation

Inspiring our Members to Change Our Communities and Our World
- Summer Leadership Camp: inspiring our FFA members through our premier leadership event to become servant leaders
- State FFA Convention: creating an incredible experience for our FFA members as we celebrate the past and grow for the future
- National FFA Convention: supporting those who represent Mississippi on the National stage in CDEs, SAEs, delegates & more
- 212/360 Conferences: new events inspiring our members to reach the next degree and create a vision for a better world
- State Officer Support: helping our officers become better leaders through training, education & world experiences

We're Focused on the Future...
Be a part of our Grow! Lead! Inspire! Initiative! To learn more how you can be a part of this Vision of Growth for Mississippi FFA, contact Brice at foundation@mississippiffa.org
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